
“WOULD YOU TELL ME , PLEASE , WHICH WAY I OUGHT TO GO FROM
HERE?"

"THAT DEPENDS A GOOD DEAL ON WHERE YOU WANT TO GET TO ."
"I DON 'T MUCH CARE WHERE –"

"THEN IT DOESN 'T MATTER WHICH WAY YOU GO .”
―
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AUTHOR'S NOTE

Deborah Chalk
M A R T H A  B E C K

C E R T I F I E D  C O A C H

Now is as good a time as any to grab onto those dreams of yours
and make them happen. Whether you have always wanted to
have work that you love, to write a book, to record an album or
qualify in a particular field, indeed whatever your big dream, it
requires of you that you take the first step and then the next.

Possibility never comes with a promise, but that doesn't mean
that there is no points in starting. I invite you to 'dwell in
possibility.' Get yourself a warm drink, a comfy spot, a pen that's
nice to write with, your journal and begin here to plan your
possibilities.

W W W . D E B O R A H C H A L K . C O M  |  2 0 1 6  A L L  R I G H T S
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'NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE, THE
WORD ITSELF SAYS 'I'M POSSIBLE' -

AUDREY HEPBURN

THE  POSS IB I L I TY  P INK  PLANNER

1. Write a list of what you wish were

possible for you in these areas:

work

home life / family life

friends and relations

health and wellness

skills / personal growth

love

money and finance

making a difference in the world

in parenting

rest / fun

spirituality

self-image

2. Now think about what the

thoughts were that came up when

you wrote about these possibilities.

What were the sneaky or unsubtle

thoughts that came up when you

were writing about what you wanted?

Write a list of them.

3. Notice any places that you

dreamed smaller than might actually

be possible for you. Write about

where you cut your dreams to size

and begin to ask yourself why you

cut them down to size.

 

Get out your journal and use the following

prompts to explore your possibilities.
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4. Now pretend that all of that

negative self-talk and belief is

magically removed from your brain.

Imagine that 'Possibility Pink,'  the

Calamity Jane of the fairy world

dusts you with thought glitter while

you sleep and all the mind clutter is

gone.

Now we are going to tap into those

possibilities that will be bigger,

wilder and freer than the ones that

you previously wrote about.

IF you fully and unquestioningly

believed in yourself what would be

your possibilities for each of the

areas listed in point 1? (This question

is adapted from 'The Work' of Byron

Katie. See her book 'Loving What Is'

if you want to delve into this further

or if all the negative thoughts make

this too difficult)

5. Imagine that these new life

possibilities are completely open to

you. Write about how that feels in

your body.

6. Now examine the new

possibilities as though you are

examining objects with all of your

senses. Go through each one and

think to yourself what would you

see, hear, feel, touch and smell if

that was your reality.

7. You can extend this by writing

about your ideal day as though it

has already happened and you are

writing about it in a journal entry.

8. Your possibility planning might

also include making a vision board

by cutting out images that relate to

your possibilities or given you the

same feelings that thinking about

the possibilities gives. Stick the

images onto a large piece of card

and put it somewhere you will see it

regularly. A pinterest board would

also help you explore your

possibility ideas.

PUT THE PAST ASIDE
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9. Choose one possibility that you

would like to work on. Get a large

piece of paper and write the end goal

on the right hand side.

10. Instead of working forwards to

make a plan, work backwards from

where you want to be to where you

are now. Write in the steps and

where it needs more research of you

are unsure put a question mark. This

tool comes from 'Finding Your Own

North Star' by Martha Beck.

11. When your plan is complete leave

it for a while and mull it over.

12. Now from where you are now

what is one tiny step that you can

take in the direction of your

possibility?

13. Notice if too much resistance

comes up when you think of taking

this step. If so make the step even

smaller until resistance no longer

comes up.

14. Write your first three steps and

pin them up somewhere you can

see them easily each day.

15. Make a note of your progress

each day and notice when the

negative worry thoughts spring up.

Work on these using methods in

Byron Katie's 'The Work,' or 'The

Happiness Trap' by Russ Harris.

You can also hire a coach to help

you get past your own resistance.

16. As you move towards your

possibility you make it more and

more probable. You can support

and even accelerate your progress

by regularly writing about or

visualising your ideal day.

Your New Plan
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Pink Possibilities Planner

Possibility to play with:

What it looks like:

What it smells like:

What it tastes like:

What it sounds like:

What it feels like?



Thoughts that drag me down when I think
about this possibility.



Thoughts that allow me this new possibility.

If you are uncertain about this you can experiment with
the opposites of what you wrote on the previous sheet.



Planning backwards

Get a large sheet of paper and  plan backwards from your possibility
to where you are now. Insert a question mark in any stages of the
process you feel unsure. Write below about how this process was for
you, what your noticed and what you need to find out to fill some of
the gaps.



Tiny Turtle Steps

In her book 'Finding Your Own North Star,' Martha Beck calls the little steps
that we make towards our possibilities 'turtle steps.' That's because they are
steps that even a tiny or slow turtle could take without a problem, What are the
three tiny first steps you can take towards the possibility that you replying
with. Write them below and keep them somewhere that you can reference
them easily. Notice when you get off track and what resistance comes up for
you.

'Anything's possible if you've got
enough nerve.' JK Rowling



Deborah Chalk is a Martha Beck Certified Life Coach. You can find her at
www.deborahchalk.com. She is a regular contributor for 'The Huffington Post'
and her work has featured widely on site such as 'Tiny Buddha,' 'TUT,' and
"Mind Body Green.' Originally from the West Coast of Scotland, Deborah now
lives in the English Countryside with her family.

Deborah offers a free 30 minute discovery consultation for those interested in
working with her. If you feel ready to rise to your possibilities and to invest
in yourself through coaching please contact her at deborah@deborahchalk.com
and she will send you a link to schedule an appointment.

Want More Help?


